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The authors’ reply

Dear Editor,

We would like to thank the authors for their commentary on our manuscript “A case of twin circumflex arteries associated with acute myocardial infarction”.

The incidence of coronary artery anomalies is 1.3%.[1]
Widespread availability of conventional and computed
angiography has increased the diagnosis of coronary
anomalies. Dual circumflex (Cx) arteries originating
from the left and right coronary systems, as in our
case, have been reported in only two cases.[2,3]
The anomalous origin of the Cx artery either from the
right coronary artery (RCA) or right coronary sinus
(RCS) is one of the common coronary anomalies with
an incidence of 0.67%.[4,5]

The circumflex artery has been classified based on the
origin: Cx and RCA originate from separate ostia in
the RCS (type 1), RCA and Cx share the same ostium
or have adjacent ostia (type 2), Cx originates from
the RCA as a branch (type 3).[6] The initial part of an
anomalous Cx is retroaortic.[7,8]

This anomaly is usually clinically insignificant.[7] Although some studies found more atherosclerosis in the
retroaortic part than in nonanomalous vessels, other
studies did not confirm this finding.[5,7,8] Moreover,
myocardial infarction, ischemia, and sudden death
related to diseased anomalous Cx vessels have been
reported even in the absence of atherosclerotic disease.[9,10]

In our case, as can be easily appreciated, the severe
stenosis was in the proximal/retroaortic part of the
anomalous Cx. The criticism about our case was the
indication for stent implantation due to possibility of
stent crushing in the anomalous Cx. The stenosis was
significant, thus the presence or absence of severe ischemia was not important. We did not perform PCI to
prevent complications related to the anomaly. Instead,
our aim was to treat myocardial ischemia, which might
even help prevent anomaly-related problems. Several
case reports and studies showed PCI as a difficult but
safe procedure for stenosis in anomalous Cx arteries, with very good short- and mid-term results, and
there have not been any reported crushed stent cases
so far.[6,11-14] Even though most of the anomalous Cx in
our case was coursing between the pulmonary artery
and aorta, the stenosis was in the proximal/retroaortic
part where the stent was implanted. Furthermore, the
compression effect of the great arteries is not well-
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established and some authors believe that the pulmonary artery with normal pressures could not occlude
or constrict the aberrant left coronary artery distended
with systemic pressure.[15] Moreover, in several case
reports, stenting was used to treat left main coronary
artery compression by pulmonary artery aneurysm
presenting with pulmonary hypertension. In these reports, no incidence of crushed stent was reported.[16-19]

Given the low incidence of all coronary artery anomalies, most publications on PCI for coronary anomalies are case reports or small case series. These case
reports support that PCI is a feasible, safe procedure
even in very complex coronary anomalies.[20,21]

In conclusion, Cx-origin anomaly may have tendency
to develop atherosclerosis. Even in the presence of a
patent vessel, ischemia, myocardial infarction, or sudden death might develop. However, the exact mechanism and how to prevent them remain unclear. Studies
and case reports have shown that PCI for anomalous
Cx is related to good short- and mid-term results.
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